BERLIN SHOPPING-PACKAGE ( EXAMPLE )
DAY #1
“Ka De We” the biggest department store in Europe =
The famous “Ka De We” provides everything you could possibly wish to buy!
And at the “gourmet-floor” you will find 7000 square meters with specialities from around the world to
tempt pampered gourmets.
Lunch-Break at the famous Käfers-Restaurant
On top of the German Parliament with a impressive view
over the government-quarter.
Kurfürstendamm = (Kudamm)
This is one of the most popular shopping streets in Berlin, lined with a string of famous name brand
stores and elegant boutiques.
KPM ( Royal Porcelain-Manufacture )
Visit the world famous KPM-Manufacture in Berlin.

DAY # 2
Friedrichstraße =
The legendary Friedrichstraße has a distinctive elegance, with its new architecture, chic shops selling
international fashions and cool coffee shops.
-

Department Store Quartier 206 ( Friedrichstr. 71 )
Chic, cosmopolitan and with a very exclusive choice of items = international designer fashion,
accessories, beauty products & jewellery.

-

Galeries Lafayette Berlin ( Friedrichstr.76-78 )
International and Berlin fashion labels, accessories, exclusive beauty products and French
delicatessen are sold here.

“Checkpoint Charlie” ( The most famous Gate in the “iron wall” )
This was the only border crossing for the Allies between East- and West-Berlin
during the “Cold War” between 1961-1990 . The Border-Museum offers you
also a wide range of Berlin-Souvenirs.
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Lunch-Break at the Berlin Television-Tower ( 368-metre-high )
a spectacular view over whole Berlin.
Berlin’s young & trendy fashion scene =
Hackesche Höfe / Alte Schöhnhauser Str. / Kastanienalle
You will see the latest Berlin design and cool vintage fashion.

FASSBENDER & RAUSCH Chocolatiers ( Am Gendarmenmarkt )
At this location all “chocolate-dreams“ come true…

DAY # 3
STILWERK BERLIN
This is a exclusive marketplace for home interior, design and lifestyle products .

MERCEDES BENZ Capital Store & Maybach Center
You will find the newest types from MB and a wide range of accessories at 4 floors.
And here is alos one of the two Maybach-Center in Germany.
Lunch-Break at the Berlin Radio-Tower
This is Berlin’s “Eifel-Tower” with a spectacular view
over the Grunewald ( Berlin’s City-Forest ).

BERLIN ANTIQUS MARKET ( Georgenstraße )
A treasure chest full of antiques, bits of nostalgia and culinary delights awaits you.
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ASKANIA Watches ( www.askania-uhren.de ) =
Visit the famous historical ( founded 1871 ) German watch factory.
During all days we offer you a limousine with personnel Shopping-Guide who will assist you
( incl. translation ) and carry your shopping-bags !

__

Attention = This is only an Example !
We offer only tailor-made packages according your personnel wishes .
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